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About This Content

Expand your NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja STORM 4 journey with the Season Pass! Get access to the three
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja STORM 4 add-on packs at a discounted price and receive an exclusive secret

combination technique with the release of the first downloadable content.

Includes:
- Sub-scenarios to expand your adventure (worth several hours of extra gameplay)

- Combination techniques*
- Costumes

- Ninja Info Cards
- Matching Voice

- Costumes from previous Naruto games
- Extra playable characters

*One of the Secret Techniques can’t be used unless obtaining pre-order bonus content.
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This game is a delight, especially when there are so many other indie platformer games on steam without any heart or hard work
put into them. The soundtrack is catchy, the characters are expressive and fun, and the contols work great.
If I had to complain, the only thing I'd like to see would be more checkpoints or a way to save your progress.
Definitely buy this right before Halloween for a spooky adventure. Graphics: 5/5 - Trippy, surprising.
Sound: 5/5 - Marvelous sound design. Score highlights the character of the game.
Story: 5/5 - Tells you just enough to engage and encourage.
Fun Factor: 5/5 - This is what video games are all about.. An amazing gem that is worth your entire attention if you're the
slightest fan of RPGs

Even if the game is rather short (even with three different endings), it is memorable.
Not only the art breaks the mold but the choice of soundtrack, the dialogues, the bad jokes, it all sets a very distinct mood which
I fell in love with. Every aspect of this game is a good reason to pick it up and play it.

If I had a single complaint is that it's way too good for how short it is! I wish the story expanded a lot more. I know how much
work has been put into making this, it took the guy a year or more to complete this project so I can't really complain about
anything. I do admire the guy, but gosh, now that you made such an awesome title, why am i still hungry for more!!!!
It doesn't mean that I'll stop playing it, actually I think i'll even explore every single corner to find all the weird stuff that's
hidden all around.. Bought this game as a part of a bundle and my word is it great. Imagine flying around, atop of a toy air racer,
down different colorful environments and feeling the sense of exhilaration when you make the perfect turn to avoid smashing
into the side of mountain.

The game features both 3rd person and 1st person mode that you can switch on the fly, in game. 1 person is my favorite and
makes turns easier to measure. I still crash a lot but you begin to get a better sense of the simple but precise flying controls using
the vive wand. As you progress, you unlock other flying machines, including helicopters, drones, dragons, a harry potter style
broom stick, back to the future style cars, etc.

If this game had multiplayer, I'd buy 4 copies in a second. It'd become the VR equivalent of Mario Kart.

Highly recommended, don't let the simple, colorful graphic style fool you, this game can be challenging and really deserves
more attention.. Not that bad, like it's not GTA, but it's a bit enjoyable if you have nothing else to do.

And I would prefer a normal gunshot sound, using your mouth to create one is so annoying.. While a decent comic relief, this
game is no more a survival game than a set of legos is. Entire goal, grab all the♥♥♥♥♥♥around you until you're a flying
dumptruck.
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i bought this game on sale and it was worth for a while. would recommend people who want to waste some time. On its own it's
good and cheap. If you consider all the other great 2D platformers you can have, maybe finish those first before getting DYE..
fam its the 2nd best game ever made. Uplink, but simplified and boring. That's all you need to know about this.

The long version? It's a copy of uplink, with much simpler mechanics in terms of what you do.

I got bored rather quickly, as things consist of "Find this thing that you can hack, then QTE tap buttons to get passwords to hack
into it"

It's not a bad game per say, just very simple. After Uplink, I wouldn't recommend this.. Though there are somethings that didn't
go smooth in both scenarios and translations, I think the core story itself is a very fulfilling one for original Grisaia fans.
Elements such as events, dialogues and expressions had marvelously emphasized the character without spoiling the original
game. Cuteness enhanced to the MAX. ;w;
. Good potential for an arcade racer. To many preassure points to really enjoy. Also no working multiplayer which is promoted.

Multiplayer you could call:"not available" (there seem to be no players / working servers). Some of the Achievements are
Multiplayer dependent.

Singelplayer is way to repetitive to play it 100%...

Difficulty:
The difficulty of the KI is not setable. It seems advancing in the campaign but I think it's just their vehicles advancing. It's not
really extreme hard to win every race 1st placed, you don't have to train for that.

KI:
They are dashing into your car and other KI constantly if they have the opportunity, faster then you in acceleration and
sometimes just really dumb, in rare cases even gets bugged.
KI can push you, but you can't really push KI. Sad thing, feels like they are on rails more or less. Only following the next point
without thinking about the next action.

##Spoilers ON##
Modes:
Checkpoint Race, Race with KO, Checkpoint hunting, Hunt the Helicopter, Checkpoint Pathfinding, Collect the dropped boxes,
Capture the Flag, Return the Flag, Checkpoint area control,
The best is just the simple checkpoint Races.
##Spoilers OFF##

The ones without Checkpoints are only winable with LUCK because of the randomness of the KI. Hunt the helicopter is just
♥♥♥♥♥♥ implemented. A helicopter flys round for round the same track with an highlighted area underneath. You CAN'T
stay always under it because the acceleration of the helicopter is way faster then your car, no indication where it goes, really
sharp corners or the KI just crashes you of the track... Same with flags, these reckless KI cars don't care for their points or play
tactical they just follow the next point... VERY FRUSTRATING

Would be more fun with more normal races in my oppinon.

Maps:
There are 4 bioms which have several Racing Tracks on them
The Checkpoint Tracks are really enjoyable and would have potential in Multiplayer. Some are a bit too bumpy, which stops the
flow of the game.

Vehicle Park:
As there are several Car tiers (Buggys, "SUVs", Pickups, Trucks, Monster Trucks) with each 3 Cars it's kinda diversified as you
have to choose correct from map to map. In the end you get 3 Prototyp cars which are a little bit better in some points then the
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campaign cars. Vehichles are not from a brand or something, just cars.

Damage Model/System:
It's only a real thing for the start of the Campaign. Later it's more or less: if you hit a wall too fast your car "explodes",
otherwise you are fine. There is no long time Damage Model which would even affect driving.

Driving:
Real arcade, you have nitro which refules over time (no actions or stunts required).
There is no threshold for acceleration, only arrow keys.

UI/Graphics:
Map, Timer, Place, "Radar" (which is pretty usless). Would need a simple indication how fast you go...
Graphics are more like 2010 or so.
On "high" speeds your vehicle starts to visually shake, very wierd.... this was one of the first games i ever bought idk why. You
cant mod the cars they come pre modded. Hard to review a game that wont run................
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